In the Standard Model with two Higgs doublets (type II), which has a consistent trend to a flavor gauge theory and its related flavor democracy in the quark and the leptonic sectors (unlike the minimal Standard Model) when the energy of the probes increases, we impose the mixed quark-lepton flavor democracy at high "transition" energy and assume the usual see-saw mechanism, and consequently find out that the existence of the fourth generation of fermions in this framework is practically ruled out. PACS number(s): 12.15. Ff, 12.15.Cc, 11.30.Hv 1
The number of the light neutrino species with masses below M Z /2 has been measured very accurately at LEP [1] , and it is only three. However, we believe this measurement does not completely exclude the existence of the fourth generation, if the neutrino of this generation is, for as yet unknown reasons, very heavy (presumably heavier than M Z /2). In this paper we would like to examine the question of the non-exsistence of the fourth generation in the framework of flavor gauge theory and its related flavor democracy (FD) [2] .
The notion of flavor democracy for quarks (q-q FD) at low ("physical") energies is well-known by now [3] . It means that a fermion flavor basis has a consistent trend to FD in all quark and leptonic sectors (q-q FD and ℓ-ℓ FD) [2] .
In the mass basis, neglecting the light first generation, the trend to FD in the quark sectors (q-q FD) means:
and analogously in the leptonic sectors (ℓ-ℓ FD). Here, Λ pole is the Landau pole where the Yukawa couplings blow up.
The motivation behind these notions is the following. One could assume that the Standard Model at some high "transition" energy E trans. ∼ Λ pole is replaced by a new strongly interacting physics with almost flavor-blind forces, where the tiny deviation from the "flavor-blindness" is provided by some as yet unknown mechanism (e.g. a mechanism
having its origin in string theory, etc.) and/or possible radiative corrections near E trans. .
In such a framework, the 2HDSM(II) would be definitely favored as the low energy theory,
in comparison to the MSM or to its closely related 2HDSM(I) [2] . Furthermore, the Higgs sector could possibly be explained through the mechanism of condensation of the neutral [5] ), unlike the condensation mechanism leading to the MSM [6] .
The entire results concerning the trend to FD can, however, be regarded independently of the motivation outlined above.
If we want to have the number of degrees of freedom at E trans. (∼ Λ pole ) in the Yukawa sector of the 2HDSM(II) additionally reduced, we can impose the mixed quarklepton flavor democracy (q-ℓ FD)
which would leave us at high "transition" energy with basically only two Yukawa couplings 
Here we would like to raise the question whether in this flavor democracy-favored 2HDSM(II) model the imposed q-ℓ FD would be compatible with the existence of the fourth generation of heavy fermions (t
Through the application of the 1-loop renormalization group equations (RGEs) for the one-to-one correspondence
where m D ν τ ′ is the Dirac mass of the heavy neutrino at E = 1 GeV. The meaning of the relation (5) (4) is satisfied, thus obtaining the l.h.s. of (5) 
These calculations, leading with the q-ℓ FD condition (4) from the l.h.s. to the r.h.s. of (5) (and to (6)), were here performed with the 1-loop RGEs for the Yukawa couplings for the case of four generations (cf. Appendix) in the 2HDSM(II). We considered the first and second generations of fermions as essentially massless and ignored them,
i.e. their mixing effects to the heavier fermions, in the RGEs. Furthermore, the threshold for the evolution of the RGEs was taken to be E thresh. = m phy t , i.e. the RGEs for the third and the fourth generation were evolved only for energies E ≥ E thresh. = m phy t . For E < E thresh. , the physics was considered to be described by the effective theory SU(3) c × U(1) em (without Higgs, W, Z, fourth generation and the top) [7] , within the corresponding evolution interval [1 GeV, m GeV, m τ (E = 1 GeV) ≃ 1.78 GeV. To determine the physical masses of heavy quarks, 3 We chose: α 3 (M Z ) = 0.118, corresponding to α 3 (E = 34 GeV) = 0.1387. The conclusions of this paper do not change if we take the experimentally suggested upper bound α 3 (E = 34 GeV) = 0.16 (see later). 4 For simplicity, we chose the third generation Dirac neutrino mass m we used the (QCD-corrected) relation
When calculating the correspondence (5) with the RGEs in this way (taking into account the q-ℓ FD condition (4)), we further impose four physical constraints:
Yukawa couplings at electroweak scale are within perturbative range ,
(△ρ) heavyf ermions (h.f ) < 0.0076 .
The first two constraints are based on experimental data. The third constraint was imposed to ensure that the Standard Model considered here (2HDSM(II)) is not manifestly non-perturbative 5 . Specifically, we chose for (10) a rather generous constraint:
The 1-loop expression for the contributions to △ρ from heavy fermions (in MS scheme)
is [8] (
where m t , m t ′ , m b ′ , m τ ′ , m ν τ ′ are the physical masses, and K qcd is the QCD correction parameter [9]
The fourth constraint (11) was obtained from an essentially model-independent analysis of the LEP data [10] . Furthermore, the analysis of the experimental evidence from B −B and D −D mixing, △m K , ǫ K and missing E T measurements at pp colliders suggests bounds on tan β [11] 0.5
It is interesting that in the case of three generations we had obtained tan β restricted between 0.53 and 2.1, once we imposed the q-l FD at Λ pole , the see-saw condition ( One surprising feature of Figs. 1, 2, 3 is that the "perturbative" constraint (10) in both cases of tan β = 0.33 ( Fig. 1 ) and 3.5 ( Fig. 3 ) turns out to be more restrictive than in the "middle" case of tan β = 1 (Fig. 1 ). This is due to the fact that the Yukawa coupling g t ′ (, g b ′ ) at low energies (E ≃ m phy t ) is quite large 6 in the case tan β = 0.33 (, 3.5, respectively), and consequently it increases with energy rather quickly and Λ pole is relatively small (Λ pole < ∼ 10 4 GeV). In the case of tan β = 1, on the other hand, both g t ′ and g b ′ are relatively small at low energies and consequently increase relatively slowly with energy, so that the "perturbative" constraint (10) is not as restrictive. If we used instead of the rather conservative "perturbative" constraint (12) a more restrictive one (i.e. by replacing there 0.5Λ pole by a smaller value), we would exclude the existence of the 4th generation in the described framework even for the cases of m phy t lighter than 155 GeV. Finally, we also investigated the effect of the CKM mixing by introducing V t ′ b ≈ V ν τ ′ τ ≈ 0.2 (at low energy), instead of no 3-4 generation mixing, and we found that the results changed only for a fraction of one percent. Therefore, the CKM mixing does not influence the results of this paper.
7 when taking for the QCD parameter α 3 (E = 34 GeV) the experimentally suggested upper bound 0.16, the values of (△ρ) min h.f. increase slightly, but less than one percent.
We conclude that for all m phy t ≥ 155 GeV, the existence of the fourth generation within the described scenario (q-l FD at Λ pole , and see-saw mechanism) in the flavor democracy-favored 2HDSM(II) model is practically ruled out. We also note that if we abandon the assumption of the see-saw mechanism, we cannot rule out the existence of the fourth generation within the discussed flavor democracy framework. Namely, the low energy masses of τ ′ and of the Dirac ν τ ′ are always above 100 
where
Here, E is the energy of probes, The figure is for the 2HDSM(II) with four generations, see-saw, and q-l FD at Λ pole .
